
Crafting an Effective Message To Win
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Thinking through the 

story your campaign 

will tell



What is a message?

 A concise, values-based statement that 

defines the debate, lays out what we want 

and elicits an empathetic emotional 

response from a broad audience.



Characteristics of Core 

Messages
 Connect with the public interest and core 

values.

 Are short and easy to remember and 

repeat.

 Provide frame and context, not facts.

 Anticipate and neutralize the opposition’s 

messages.



Characteristics of Core 

Messages
 Generally are about outcomes, not 

process.

 Have to be true.

 Work with all audiences – workers, public, 

politicians, etc.

 Have some emotional punch.

 Are likely to hold up throughout the 

campaign.



Crafting a Message

Step 1: What is the issue, 

and what is your goal?

You need to know what you want before you 

can craft a message.



Crafting a Message

Step 2: Identify Your Decision 

Maker, Your Opposition and Your 

Audience

Who do you need to convince to 

move your target to act?



Crafting a Message

Step 3: Find the common ground.

What is important to you about this issue, 

and what is important to your audience?



Which would help us get

public support?

“Everyone in our community should have 

a decent wage and affordable health care 

for their family.  That’s what we’re 

asking.”

OR...

“Our local is asking for a raise and a better 

health plan, and we’re not going to settle for 

less.”  



Which would help us get

public support?

“The people we serve would get better 

services if we had the staffing we need to 

do the job right.”

OR...

“Our workloads keep increasing and we can’t 

take it anymore.”  



Which would help us get

public support? 

“This community needs quality services.   

That’s why we’re trying to raise pay and 

improve benefits so trained and experienced 

staff will stay here longer.”

OR…

“We’ve sacrificed in the past and now we 

deserve a raise.”



Not Just the Public Interest

 This principle also applies to figuring out to 

developing a message with our members. 

 Often what the unengaged member cares 

about and what we care about are not the 

same thing.



Putting the Opposition on the 

Defensive
 Why does your opposition care about this 

issue? Why are they organizing against 

you?

 What is a social value that supports our 

position over the opposition’s?



Crafting a Message

Step 4: Help the Audience 

Empathize

Use imagery your audience can relate to.



Ever heard this?

“We shouldn’t have to choose 

between taking our kids to the doctor 

and putting food on the table.”



Step 5: Tying It All Together

 Short: 2 - 3 sentences max.

 Frame the issue and your goal in the 

public interest.

 Appeal to a social value.

 Make it personal or use imagery that will 

evoke an emotional response.



Samples

Issue:

A pay increase and a reduction in what health 

insurance costs for commercial janitors.

Message:

If you work hard to provide important services in 

our city, you shouldn’t have to choose between 

food on the table or medicine for your children. 

For our city, our communities, and our families, 

there’s no future in poverty pay.



Samples

Issue:

Protect public employee health benefits from 

proposed cuts and also win a cost of living 

increase (COLA). 

Message:

Every family in our state needs good health 

coverage and a paycheck that keeps up with the 

cost of living. That’s the kind of future public 

officials should be leading us toward.



Samples
Issue:

Stop major hospitals in town from raising 

members’ health insurance premiums.

Message:

It’s a bad sign for health care in our city when even 

full-time nurses can’t afford their own hospital’s 

health plan. 

UPMC should be a leader for affordable health 

care in our community – not eliminating it and 

leaving more uninsured. 


